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	May/2019 Braindump2go 200-155 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new 200-155 Exam

Questions:1.|2019 Latest 200-155 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) Instant

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/200-155.html2.|2019 Latest 200-155 Exam Questions & Answers Instant

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNSGNZNWlETXdSNHM?usp=sharingNew Question What are

three components of the Cisco ACI fabric? (Choose three.)A.    core switchB.    access switchC.    Cisco DCNMD.    leaf switchE.   

spine switchF.    Cisco APICAnswer: DEFNew Question Which description of OTV is true?A.    It extends Layer 2 domains by

tunneling traffic over an IP network.B.    It encapsulates the entire Ethernet frame in a new Ethernet encapsulation.C.    It extends

Layer 3 domains across geographically disparate data centers.D.    It encapsulates Layer 2 frames in the IP header by using stateful

tunnels.Answer: ANew Question A network engineer configures FEX0101 on a Cisco Nexus 5596UP switch. Based on the output

below, which interface is valid on the FEX?switch# show fex 101FEX: 101 Description: FEX0101 state: OnlineFEX version:

7.2(1)N1(1) [Switch version: 7.2(1)N1(1)]Extender Model: N2K-C2248 TP-1GE, Extender Serial: JAF 123456789Part No:

73-12748-01pinning-mode: static Max-links: 1Fabric port for control traffic: Eth1/47Fabric interface state:Po147 - Interface Up.

State: ActiveEth 1/47 - Interface Up. State: ActiveEth1/48 - Interface Up. State: ActiveA.    Ethernet 1/46B.    FC 101/1/2C.   

Ethernet 1/48D.    Ethernet 101/1/1Answer: CNew Question Which definition of the REST API for a Cisco APIC is true?A.    It

includes classes and methods as programmatic entities.B.    It contains the management information tree.C.    It accepts and returns

HTTPS messages that contain JSON or XML documents.D.    It stores the configuration information and the state information of the

APIC.Answer: ANew Question What are two functions of a Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnect in a Cisco UCS domain? (Choose

two.)A.    managementB.    comprehensive network analysisC.    network connectivityD.    traffic load balancingE.    core fibre

channel switching platformAnswer: ACNew Question Refer to the exhibit. A four-link chassis discovery policy is configured in

Cisco UCS Manager. Which component s are discovered when the chassis components connect to the fabric interconnects?  A.   

UCS Chassis B and UCS Chassis CB.    UCS Chassis CC.    UCS Chassis BD.    UCS Chassis A, UCS Chassis B, and UCS Chassis

CAnswer: BNew Question Which description of the function of a server port on a Cisco UCS Fabric Interconnect is true?A.    It

handles FCoE traffic between the fabric interconnect and the next layer of the SAN.B.    It handles Ethernet traffic between the

fabric interconnect and the next layer of the network.C.    It creates a vEthernet port for the VM connection to the fabric.D.    It

handles data traffic between the fabric interconnect and the adapter cards on a server.Answer: DNew Question Which description of

the role of a VEM on a Cisco Nexus 1000V Series Switch is true?A.    It switches the data traffic within the hypervisor.B.    It

configures the interfaces.C.    It controls the software of the DVS.D.    It conveys the control and packet VLAN IDs.Answer: ANew

Question How would you install Cisco Nexus 1000V Series switches for high availability?A.    Install two VSMs in an

active/standby configuration.B.    Only standalone Nexus 1000v Deployments are supported.C.    Install two VSMs in an

active/active configuration.D.    Install a standalone VSM with VMware 1000v High Availability extension plugin.Answer: A

Explanation:Active/standby dual supervisor configuration. The state and configuration remain constantly synchronized between two

Virtual Supervisor Modules (VSMs) to provide a seamless and stateful switchover in the event of a VSM failure.New Question 

Which Cisco UCS Manager account is the default user account, which cannot be deleted or modified?A.    adminB.    superuserC.   

super userD.    rootAnswer: ANew Question Which two benefits pf implementing multiple VDCs on a physical switch are true?

(Choose two.)A.    It simplifies the STP design.B.    allows a physical port to be shared among multiple virtual Ethernet switches.C.  

 It allows multiple logical switches to be created by using a single physical switch.D.    It allows each VDC to run a different version

of Cisco NX-OS.E.    Faults are isolated and contained within the specific VDC.Answer: CE!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2019 Latest

200-155 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) Instant Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/200-155.html2.|2019 Latest 200-155 Study

Guide Video Instant Download: YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=4UufctDp1XU
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